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Abstract

In this work, we propose a method for in-001
corporating question-answering (QA) signals002
into a summarization model. Our method003
identifies salient noun phrases (NPs) in the004
input document by automatically generating005
wh-questions that are answered by the NPs006
and automatically determining whether those007
questions are answered in the gold summaries.008
This QA-based signal is incorporated into a009
two-stage summarization model which first010
marks salient NPs in the input document us-011
ing a classification model, then condition-012
ally generates a summary. Our experiments013
demonstrate that the models trained using014
QA-based supervision generate higher-quality015
summaries than baseline methods of identify-016
ing salient spans on benchmark summarization017
datasets. Further, we show that the content018
of the generated summaries can be controlled019
based on which NPs are marked in the input020
document. Finally, we propose a method of021
augmenting the training data so the gold sum-022
maries are more consistent with the marked in-023
put spans used during training and show how024
this results in models which learn to better ex-025
clude unmarked document content.1026

1 Introduction027

Abstractive sequence-to-sequence summarization028

models have become very effective methods of029

easily generating summaries of input documents030

(Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Lewis031

et al., 2020).032

Previous work has demonstrated that condition-033

ing the summary generation on salient document034

sentences results in higher-quality summaries and035

more controllable summarization models (Chen036

and Bansal, 2018; Dou et al., 2021). Salient sen-037

tences are typically identified during training by038

lexical overlap with the gold summaries (Nallapati039

et al., 2017) and predicted during inference.040

1Our code and data will be released upon publication.

Incumbent Goodluck Jonathan  phoned  former 
military leader Muhammadu Buhari  on Tuesday to 
concede defeat in Nigeria’s presidential elections, 
Buhari’s party says.  Jonathan  acknowledged the 
phone call and  his defeat  in a written statement to 
his countrymen. “I thank all Nigerians once again for 
the great opportunity… I promised the country  free 
and fair elections.  I have kept my word…” Buhari  
ruled  Nigeria  from late 1983 until August 1985… The 
72-year-old retired major general’s experience…

Input Document

Incumbent President  Goodluck Jonathan  
acknowledges  defeat,  says  he delivered on promise 
of fair elections.  Muhammadu Buhari  ’s party says 
Jonathan called to concede even before final results 
are announced. Buhari  is a 72-year-old retired major 
general who ruled in  Nigeria  in the 1980s.

Gold Summary

Figure 1: Salient spans identified by QA-based signals
(shown in color) more precisely identify salient docu-
ment content than those that identify salient sentences
based on lexical overlap (shown in bold). Our method
classifies the salient spans, marks them in the input doc-
ument, and then generates a summary.

Although marking different sentences as salient 041

allows for some controllability over the content of 042

the summary, desired summary content cannot be 043

specified at the sub-sentence level. Further, label- 044

ing sentences as salient via n-gram overlap does 045

not directly take the predicate-argument structure 046

of the text into account, which could result in a 047

lower-quality supervision signal that misidentifies 048

which particular instance of an n-gram is salient. 049

In this work, we propose to condition the sum- 050

mary generation on salient sub-sentence level 051

spans which are identified by reasoning about the 052

predicate-argument relations in the text. 053

We mark noun phrases (NPs) in the input docu- 054

ment as salient if the predicate-argument relation 055

they participate in is present in the gold summary 056

(§2). This idea is implemented using automatic 057
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question generation (QG) and answering (QA). For058

each NP, a wh-question that is answered by the059

NP is generated from the text. Then, the NP is060

marked as salient if the generated wh-question is061

correctly answered in the gold summary according062

to a learned QA model, resulting in a more precise,063

sub-sentence level supervision signal (see Fig. 1).064

The QA-based salience signal is incorporated065

into a two-stage summarization model (§3). First,066

a phrase salience classifier is trained to identify067

which NPs in the document are salient. Then, the068

predicted salient spans are marked in the input doc-069

ument with special tokens and used to conditionally070

generate a summary of the document with a fine-071

tuned BART model (Lewis et al., 2020).072

While we show that marking NPs as salient con-073

trols the summary content, the model often out-074

puts extra, undesired information. To that extent,075

we propose a data augmentation procedure that re-076

moves sentences unsupported by any salient span077

and generates new training examples based on what078

content should be able to be generated by subsets079

of the salient spans (§4).080

Our experiments on three different summariza-081

tion datasets show that the two-stage model trained082

with QA-based salient span supervision gener-083

ates higher-quality summaries than lexical base-084

line methods of identifying salient spans on more085

extractive datasets according to several automatic086

evaluation metrics (§6.1). Further, our data aug-087

mentation procedure results in summaries that are088

significantly shorter with only a small reduction in089

the percent of target content covered, demonstrat-090

ing it successfully eliminates undesired summary091

content (§6.2).092

The contributions of our work include: (1)093

a novel method of including QA-based signals094

into summarization generation; (2) a two-stage095

model for incorporating phrase-level supervision096

into a summarization system; and (3) a data-097

augmentation procedure which results in more con-098

trollable summarization models.099

2 Question-Based Salience100

We begin by describing how we use QA to identify101

salient spans of text in the input document and102

discuss the advantages of this approach.103

We define a document NP as salient if its corre-104

sponding predicate-argument relation also appears105

in the gold summary. To identify such NPs au-106

tomatically, we employ question-generation and107

Input Document

A British military health care worker in  Sierra Leone  has 
tested positive for Ebola, a UK health agency said… An Ebola 
outbreak has devastated parts of West Africa, with  Sierra 
Leone … being the hardest hit…

Where did a British 
military health care worker 
test positive for Ebola?  
Sierra Leone

Spokesperson: Experts are investigating how the UK military 
health care worker got Ebola. It is being decided if the military 
worker infected in  Sierra Leone  will return to England. There 
have been some 24,000 reported cases and 10,000 deaths in 
the latest Ebola outbreak.

Automatically Generated Questions
An Ebola outbreak has 
devastated parts of West 
Africa, with which nations 
hardest hit?  Sierra Leone

Gold Summary with Predicted Answers

Figure 2: We define a document noun phrase as salient
if the wh-question it answers is also answered in the
gold summary. Here, the first (yellow) instance of
“Sierra Leone” is salient and the second (red) is not
because the gold summary answers the automatically
generated question for the first instance but not the sec-
ond.

question-answering models as follows. 108

For each NP in the source document, we use the 109

sentence it appears in to automatically generate a 110

wh-question for which the NP is the answer. This 111

QA pair represents the predicate-argument relation 112

that the NP participates in. Then, we assume if a 113

second text can be used to correctly answer that 114

question, it contains the same predicate-argument 115

relation. Thus, we use a QA model to automatically 116

answer the question against the gold summary and 117

mark the NP as salient if the QA model predicts 118

the question is answerable and the predicted an- 119

swer is correct. In practice, we assume a predicted 120

answer is correct if it shares at least one token in 121

common with the NP which was used to generate 122

the question. 123

An example of this procedure is illustrated in 124

Fig. 2 for two occurrences of the NP “Sierra Leone.” 125

Questions for each phrase are automatically gener- 126

ated from the input document and answered against 127

the gold summary. Since the QA model correctly 128

answered the first question but predicted the second 129

question is not answerable, only the first occurrence 130

of “Sierra Leone” is marked as salient. 131

We refer to the NPs identified by this procedure 132

as “silver spans.” Specific implementation details 133

of the generation and answering models can be 134

found in §5. 135
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2.1 Advantages of a QA-Based Approach136

Using QA to identify salient spans of text has sev-137

eral advantages. First, because our QA approach138

operates at the phrase-level, it is able to be more139

precise about what specifically is salient in the doc-140

ument in contrast to sentence-level approaches. For141

example, in the second sentence of Fig. 1, the QA-142

based salience signal identifies “Jonathan” and “his143

defeat” as salient but not “written statement.” A144

sentence-level approach would mark the entire sen-145

tence as salient and thus cannot make that distinc-146

tion.147

Second, because the QA-based approach reasons148

about the predicate-argument structure of the text,149

it is able to distinguish between which specific in-150

stances of the same NP are salient and which are151

not. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in which the first oc-152

currence of “Sierra Leone” is marked as salient but153

the second is not because the gold summary does154

say the health care worker was infected in Sierra155

Leone, but it does not say it is one of the hardest156

hit countries. A salience signal that uses a bag-of-157

n-grams approach (e.g., ROUGE-based methods)158

cannot easily decide which instance “Sierra Leone”159

is salient.160

3 A Two-Stage, Span-Based Model161

Next, we propose a two-stage, span-based model162

called SPANSUM that can incorporate the QA-163

based salience signals into the learning procedure.164

The first of the two stages, the span selection com-165

ponent, classifies salient spans within the text. The166

second stage, the generation component, generates167

the summary given the document and the salient168

spans. The details of each component are detailed169

next.170

3.1 Salient Span Classifier171

Given an input document d = [x1, . . . , xn] and172

a set of spans S, in which each span si,j repre-173

sents a sequence of tokens xi, . . . , xj in d, the span174

classifier outputs a score for each span based on175

how salient it is in the document. Our definition of176

salience is discussed in §2.177

Concretely, the input tokens are first encoded178

using BART. Then, the representation of a span is179

created by concatenating the BART encodings of180

the first and last tokens in the span. Finally, a linear181

classifier is trained using this encoding to predict182

the salience of each span.183

A set of silver spans S∗ ⊆ S is used to train the184

model using a binary cross-entropy loss. When us- 185

ing the QA-based approach, S is the set of NPs in 186

the document and S∗ is the subset that our QG-QA 187

algorithm identified as salient. We reweight the 188

loss term of each span such that positive and nega- 189

tive spans contribute equally. During inference, a 190

score is predicted for each span in S and the top-k 191

sorted by highest score are passed to the generation 192

component. We choose the k spans independently, 193

although they could also be selected jointly. 194

3.2 Generation Component 195

Given an input document and set of salient spans, 196

the generation component produces a summary of 197

the document. The salient spans are represented 198

by inserting special tokens directly into the doc- 199

ument’s sequence of tokens before and after the 200

spans. For example, if span s4,5 was marked as 201

salient, the document’s tokens would be repre- 202

sented as 203

... x3 [SS] x4 x5 [SE] x6 ... 204

where [SS] and [SE] mark the start and end of 205

the span. 206

Since the salient spans are represented in the 207

document tokens, we are able to directly train a 208

sequence-to-sequence model to generate the gold 209

summary from the modified document representa- 210

tion without any changes to the model’s architec- 211

ture. 212

During training, we use silver spans and the 213

ground-truth summary to fine-tune BART using a 214

standard cross-entropy loss function. For inference, 215

the predicted salient spans from the span classifier 216

are used instead of the silver spans. 217

4 Improving Controllability via Data 218

Augmentation 219

Although there is nothing to directly force the gen- 220

eration model to learn to include content based on 221

the supervision provided by the salient spans, if the 222

supervision is of high enough quality, we expect 223

the model will learn to do so. Indeed, we later show 224

in §6.2 that this is true, thus the content of the sum- 225

mary can be controlled by which spans are marked 226

as salient. However, it is also desirable for a con- 227

trollable summarization model to also not include 228

content which is not marked as salient. The genera- 229

tion models may learn to include extra information 230

for at least two reasons. 231

First, the gold summaries may include content 232

which cannot be generated based on only the silver 233
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Usain Bolt  rounded off the world championships Sunday by claiming  his 
third gold  in Moscow as he anchored  Jamaica  to  victory  in  the men’s 
4x100m relay.  The fastest man in the world charged clear of United…

Usain Bolt  rounded off the world championships Sunday by claiming  his 
third gold  in Moscow as he anchored  Jamaica  to  victory  in  the men’s 
4x100m relay.  The fastest man in the world charged clear of United …

Usain Bolt  wins third gold of world championship. Anchors  Jamaica  to 
4x100m relay  victory.  Jamaica double up in women’s 4x100m relay. 

Usain Bolt  wins third gold of world championship. Anchors  Jamaica  to 
4x100m relay  victory.  Jamaica double up in women’s 4x100m relay. 

Input Document with Question-Based Supervision Modified Training Summary

Figure 3: An example of our data augmentation procedure. The colors represent the mapping between document
and summary spans. The document spans are given to the generation model during training. In this example, no
span maps to the third summary sentence, so it is removed entirely. Then, new training instances are generated
using the first summary sentence and first two summary sentences with their corresponding salient document spans.

salient spans that were used to train the generation234

model, so it may learn to output extra, unmarked235

information. This could happen if the QG/QA mod-236

els are imperfect (resulting in a noisy supervision237

signal) or if the gold summary contains information238

that cannot be mapped to the document. Second,239

if the model is trained to generate summaries of a240

certain length and the length of the summary nec-241

essary to include all of the information marked by242

the spans is smaller than those used for training —243

for example, because the number of marked spans244

is small — the model could generate additional in-245

formation simply to increase the summary length.246

An artifact of our silver span annotation pro-247

cedure enables us to address this controllability248

issue. If a document span is marked as salient, that249

means it has a corresponding phrase in the gold250

summary which expresses the same content. There-251

fore, the QG-QA procedure creates a mapping be-252

tween which parts of the gold summary should be253

able to be generated by marking different parts of254

the input document.255

We propose to leverage this mapping to augment256

the training data in two ways. First, we remove257

any gold summary sentence which has no phrase258

mapped to the document. These sentences would259

encourage the model to generate additional content260

based on unmarked spans.261

Second, we generate new pairs of salient spans262

and gold summaries for training by selecting the263

first k remaining gold summary sentences and the264

subset of salient document spans which map to265

them. For instance, if k = 2, only the salient266

spans which are mapped to the first two summary267

sentences are marked in the input document, and268

the model is trained to generate only those sen-269

tences. We generate new examples for each origi-270

nal training instance using all possible values of k.271

By training on these new pairs, the model should272

learn to better control the length of the output sum-273

mary based on the number of marked salient spans. 274

An example of these augmentations is included in 275

Fig. 3. 276

Although this procedure is described within the 277

context of the QA-based supervision, it can be im- 278

plemented with any such mapping between the doc- 279

ument and gold summaries. 280

5 Experimental Setup 281

Datasets Our experiments use three popular 282

English single-document summarization datasets: 283

CNN/DailyMail (Nallapati et al., 2016), XSum 284

(Narayan et al., 2018), and NYTimes (Sandhaus, 285

2008). Specific details on the sizes of the datasets 286

can be found in Appendix A. 287

Baselines & Other Work We compare the 288

salient spans selected by our QA-based method 289

against three baseline span selection methods. The 290

first marks salient sentences by greedily selecting 291

k sentences that maximize the ROUGE-2 score 292

calculated against the gold summary, a popular 293

method that is frequently used to train extractive 294

summarization models (Nallapati et al., 2017) as 295

well as other two-step abstractive systems (Chen 296

and Bansal, 2018; Dou et al., 2021). The other 297

two mark entities and NPs as salient if they appear 298

in the gold summaries as determined by lexical 299

matching. We only mark the first occurrence of 300

the phrases as salient since we found that worked 301

better than marking all occurrences. 302

Additionally, we compare our results to BART 303

(the original implementation and our own; Lewis 304

et al., 2020) since our models are built on top of 305

it. We also compare to GSum (Dou et al., 2021), 306

which uses salient sentence guidance that is similar 307

to our baseline salient sentence method. GSum 308

encodes the additional guidance signal separately 309

from the input document and uses the document 310

and guidance encodings to generate the summary. 311
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Summarization Evaluation Metrics The mod-312

els are automatically evaluated using three metrics313

which calculate a similarity score between the gen-314

erated and gold summaries. ROUGE (Lin, 2004)315

compares the two summaries based on their lexical316

overlap. BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) calculates317

a similarity score between the summaries based318

on their tokens’ BERT embeddings (Devlin et al.,319

2019). QAEval (Deutsch et al., 2021) is a QA-320

based evaluation metric which generates questions321

from the gold summaries and answers them against322

the generated summaries. Its similarity score is323

equal to the average token F1 score calculated be-324

tween the predicted and expected answers.325

We additionally perform a human evaluation of326

summary quality on Mechanical Turk. We ask 3327

Turkers to rate the quality of 50 summaries per328

model from the CNN/DailyMail dataset on a scale329

from 1 to 5 based on the importance of the infor-330

mation, faithfulness, fluency, and coherence. De-331

tails on the manual evaluation can be found in Ap-332

pendix G.333

Controllability Evaluation Metrics The con-334

trollability of our model is evaluated using the ques-335

tion recall. Given k marked spans, we define the336

question recall to be equal to the percent of the337

corresponding k wh-questions that are answered338

by the summary according to the QA model. This339

approximates the recall on the desired predicate-340

argument structures in the summary. We addition-341

ally report the ratio between k and the length of342

the generated summary in tokens to measure the343

precision of the generated information. A larger344

value means the summary is more concise.345

Implementation Details The QG/QA models346

are the same as used by QAEval. The genera-347

tion model is initialized with BART-Large and348

fine-tuned on data collected by Demszky et al.349

(2018). The answering model is initialized with350

ELECTRA-Large (Clark et al., 2020) and fine-351

tuned on SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).352

The span classification and generation models353

are both initialized with BART-Large and fine-354

tuned on the respective datasets. They were trained355

for three and five epochs, respectively, and the356

model with the best precision@1 and ROUGE-2 F1,357

respectively, on the validation set were selected as358

the final models. See Appendix B for more specific359

implementation details.360

6 Results 361

6.1 Summarization Evaluation 362

Automatic Evaluation Table 1 contains the 363

models’ performances as evaluated by automatic 364

metrics, both using the spans predicted by the clas- 365

sifier (“end-to-end”) and the silver spans (i.e., as- 366

suming a “perfect” classifier). 367

Interestingly, we find a somewhat surprising re- 368

sult. On CNN/DailyMail and NYTimes, the end-to- 369

end QA-based model performs the best among the 370

different span labeling methods and the baseline 371

BART. On NYTimes, it is also better than GSum. 372

However, if the silver span labels are used, the 373

lexical NP-based model out-performs the rest by 374

a somewhat large margin. It is surprising that a 375

seemingly better generation model would result in 376

worse end-to-end performance. 377

To better understand this result, we manually 378

labeled all of the NPs in 50 CNN/DailyMail doc- 379

uments as salient or not salient based on whether 380

the corresponding predicate-argument relation was 381

present in the reference summary (see Appendix E 382

for details). These spans, which we call the gold 383

spans, can be used to evaluate the precision and 384

recall of the silver spans as well as the output from 385

the salient span classifiers. 386

Table 2 shows that the QA-based labels are more 387

precise but have lower recall than the lexical NP 388

labels. Because the lexical NP method aggressively 389

marks the first occurrence of any NP in the docu- 390

ment which is present in the reference as salient, it 391

is unsurprising that its recall would be high. Since 392

it cannot distinguish between instances of the same 393

NP due to its bag-of-words representation, its pre- 394

cision is low. In contrast, the QA-based approach 395

can reason about which occurrence of an NP is 396

salient (resulting in higher precision), but the recall 397

is lower likely due to noise in the QG/QA models. 398

This same pattern appears in Table 2 with the out- 399

puts from the salient span classifiers, although the 400

precisions and recalls are notably lower than the 401

silver span labels’. 402

We believe that the discrepancy between the end- 403

to-end and silver span-based models’ performances 404

can be explained by these results. The lexical NP 405

generation model was trained with a high recall 406

silver supervision at 66.3, allowing the generation 407

model to achieve good performance when the sil- 408

ver spans are provided. Yet during inference the 409

model is provided with spans that only have around 410

54.4 recall, 12 points lower. We suspect the gener- 411
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Method
CNN/DailyMail NYTimes

R1 R2 RL BSc QAE R1 R2 RL BSc QAE

Baselines & Other Work
BART 44.2 21.3 40.9 - - - - - - -
BART (ours) 44.1 21.0 40.9 88.3 23.5 54.0 35.2 50.7 89.5 27.3
GSum 46.0† 22.3† 42.6† 88.6† 22.9 54.3 35.4 47.6 - -

Silver Spans
Sentences 51.7 29.9 48.8 89.4 28.6 62.7 46.0 59.8 91.2 33.5
Entities 51.5 27.6 48.0 89.6 30.0 60.9 42.8 57.6 90.8 32.0
Lexical NPs 59.6 34.6 55.8 90.6 36.2 68.2 50.7 64.8 92.0 36.6
QAs 55.3 31.4 51.9 90.0 33.7 65.7 48.7 62.6 91.6 35.8

End-to-End
Sentences 45.0 21.8 41.8 88.2 23.2 54.6 35.9 51.4 89.6 27.6
Entities 43.5 20.3 40.4 88.3 23.2 53.5 34.6 50.3 89.4 27.0
Lexical NPs 44.8 21.0 41.6 88.4 23.2 54.6 35.4 51.3 89.6 27.1
QAs 45.5 21.9 42.4† 88.5 24.4† 55.2† 36.3† 51.9† 89.7† 28.0†

Method
CNN/DailyMail

R1 R2 RL

Silver Spans
Lexical NPs 59.6 34.6 55.8

+10% Noise 57.8 32.8 54.0
+20% Noise 56.3 31.5 52.6
+30% Noise 55.0 30.4 51.4
+35% Noise 54.1 29.6 50.6

QAs 55.3 31.4 51.9

End-to-End
Lexical NPs 44.8 21.0 41.6

+10% Noise 45.0 21.3 41.8
+20% Noise 45.2 21.6 42.0
+30% Noise 45.3 21.7 42.1
+35% Noise 45.1 21.6 41.9

QAs 45.5 21.9 42.4

Table 1: (Left) The automatic metric results for the baselines and other work (top), models that use silver spans
(middle), and end-to-end models (bottom) evaluated with ROUGE (R1, R2, RL), BERTScore (BSc), and QAEval
(QAE). Values in bold are statistically the best in each section and †marks the best values overall (excluding silver
labels) using a permutation test with α = 0.05. (Right) The ablated lexical NP supervision shows as the noise
increases, the silver span performance decreases but end-to-end performance improves.

Method Precision Recall F1

Silver Labels
Lexical NPs 32.7 66.3 41.8
QAs 43.8 51.5 45.3

Predicted Spans
Lexical NPs@25 23.8 54.4 32.0
QAs@20 27.3 49.1 33.8

Table 2: The average summary-level precision, recall,
and F1 scores of the silver labeling methods (top) and
the output from the span classifiers (bottom) evaluated
against the human-annotated gold labeling. Results in
bold are statistically higher (or tied) under a single-tail
pairwise permutation test with α = 0.05. The @k val-
ues were selected based on validation set performance.

ation model learned to rely heavily on the marked412

salient spans — and empirically we observed that413

it copied very heavily from them — thus when the414

quality of the span signal was reduced, the result-415

ing summaries similarly got worse. In contrast, the416

difference between the QA-based model’s recall417

during training and inference is only estimated to418

be around 2.4, so this issue is less severe, resulting419

in better end-to-end summaries.420

To test this hypothesis, we artificially ablated the421

lexical NP-based generation model’s silver span422

supervision’s recall by removing k% of the salient423

spans uniformly at random — thus making the424

training spans look more similar to the spans during425

inference — and retrained the model. We would426

expect the silver span-based model’s performance427

to decrease while the end-to-end model’s increases.428

Indeed, in Table 1 we find that this does happen.429

These results suggest that the relationship between 430

the classifier’s performance and generation model’s 431

supervision is important for good end-to-end re- 432

sults and could be explored in future work. 433

Although the end-to-end lexical NP results begin 434

to approach the QA-based model’s performance, 435

they do not quite reach it. Further, the QA-based 436

silver spans maintain an F1 advantage over the lex- 437

ical NP method (Table 2). While the QA-based 438

approach can be improved with better question 439

generation and answering models, the lexical NP 440

labeling method is inherently limited. Therefore, 441

the QA-based method does appear to be the best 442

method of incorporating additional supervision into 443

the summarization models based on the automatic 444

metrics. 445

Human Evaluation Table 3 contains the results 446

of evaluating BART and the sentence- and QA- 447

based models on CNN/DailyMail (the best per- 448

forming) using human summary quality annota- 449

tions from Mechanical Turk. On average, our span- 450

based methods have higher quality summaries than 451

the baseline method of BART. After collecting an- 452

notations for 50 summaries on CNN/DailyMail, 453

we were unable to obtain statistical significance 454

between the two span-based models, however, do- 455

ing so may be prohibitively difficult (Wei and Jia, 456

2021). 457

6.2 Controllability Evaluation 458

Automatic Evaluation The controllability of the 459

QA-based generation model is evaluated in Fig. 4 460
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BART Sentences QA

Quality Score 3.76 3.86 4.00

Table 3: Summary quality scores according to humans.
Results in bold are statistically tied for the best score.
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Figure 4: The percent of questions which correspond
to the marked spans answered by the generated sum-
maries (top) and the summary lengths in tokens (bot-
tom). The QA methods have higher question recall
than BART and are far more concise, demonstrating
that marking input spans controls the summary content.

using the original training data as well as the aug-461

mented data described in §4. We plot the question462

recall and the ratio between k and the length of463

the generated summaries for the top k most salient464

spans output by the QA-based salient span clas-465

sifier for various values of k on CNN/DailyMail.466

The data augmentation procedure is split into only467

removing sentences that do not answer a question468

(“+Rm Sents”) plus also generating new training469

examples (“+New Examples”). We also include470

the results for BART (for which the summary is471

constant for all k) for relative comparisons.472

Although BART’s question recall is initially473

higher than the QA models’ recalls, as k increases474

it falls lower. We suspect this is because BART has475

learned to include the same content that the span476

classifier also identifies as salient when k is small477

and the length of its summaries allows it to cover478

more content. However, when k increases, the479

span classifier potentially predicts different spans480

as salient than what BART learned, resulting in481

divergent content and a lower recall for BART. The482

higher recall of the QA models demonstrates that483

their summary content is indeed being controlled484

via the input spans. Further, the QA models have485

far better k-to-length ratios, meaning their sum- 486

maries are shorter than BART’s even when their 487

recalls are higher, suggesting they generate far less 488

content which is unrelated to the marked spans. 489

Among the QA-based models, we do observe a 490

small drop in recall when the model is trained with 491

data augmentation. However, the data-augmented 492

summaries express that information far more con- 493

cisely (because the ratio between k and the sum- 494

mary length is higher). For example, when 10 input 495

spans are marked, there is a relative 0.9% and 3.2% 496

drop in recall for removing sentences and the full 497

data augmentation procedure, respectively, but the 498

summary lengths are 14% and 22% shorter. There- 499

fore, the data augmentation procedures do result in 500

models which have learned to not generate extra 501

content. 502

Controllability Example Example summaries 503

from the QA models and sentence-based model 504

with different marked input spans are shown in 505

Fig. 5. Because the sentence-based model is lim- 506

ited to marking full sentences, the content which is 507

taken from the marked sentence cannot be further 508

controlled. In contrast, the figure shows how the 509

QA models’ summaries can be altered by marking 510

different NPs within the sentence, thus demonstrat- 511

ing the benefits of phrase-level controllability. 512

The example in Fig. 5 also shows how the data 513

augmentation procedure improves controllability. 514

The phrases which the standard model includes 515

but the augmented model does not are marked in 516

bold. The augmented model does a better job at 517

excluding content which was not marked in the 518

input document. 519

7 Related Work 520

QA-Based Signals QA-based signals have been 521

used for evaluating summaries (Eyal et al., 2019; 522

Durmus et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Deutsch 523

et al., 2021), including Scialom et al. (2021), who 524

explore a similar notion of document salience. 525

They have also been used to align content across 526

documents (Weiss et al., 2021) as well as train sum- 527

marization models (Arumae and Liu, 2018, 2019; 528

Scialom et al., 2019). The models which incorpo- 529

rate QA-based signals typically do so using rein- 530

forcement learning. In contrast, our approach is 531

simpler. We incorporate the QA-based signal by 532

marking spans in the document, and our models 533

are trained using easier-to-optimize cross-entropy 534

objective functions. 535
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Input Document

Talk show host Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of doctors who accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack of integrity" in his TV and 
promotional work and who call his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable. In a written statement issued last week, Oz said, … “I will address this on 
the show next week." That show was taped on Tuesday and in a clip posted online after the taping, he tells his audience he will not be silenced. …

Marked Sentences
Talk show host Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of doctors who 
accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack of integrity" in his TV and promotional 
work and who call his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable. 

Sentence-Based Summary

QA-Based + Data Augmentation SummaryMarked Noun Phrases QA-Based Summary

…  Dr. Mehmet Oz  is defending himself … "manifesting an 
egregious lack of  integrity " in his TV and promotional 
work…

…  Dr. Mehmet Oz  is defending himself against a group of 
doctors   who accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack 
of  integrity " in his TV and promotional work …

…  Dr. Mehmet Oz  is defending himself against a group of 
doctors  who accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack 
of  integrity  ” in his TV and promotional work and who call 
his  faculty position  at Columbia University unacceptable. 

Dr. Mehmet Oz  is accused of “manifesting 
an egregious lack of  integrity”  in his work.

Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of doctors. The doctors 
accuse him of “an egregious lack of integrity” in his TV and promotional 
work. They call his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable.

Doctors  accuse  Oz  of “manifesting an 
egregious lack of  integrity”  in his work.

Doctors  accuse  Oz  of “an egregious lack of  integrity 
in his TV and promotional work. Oz will address the 
issue on his show next week.

Doctors  accuse  Oz  of “an egregious lack of  integrity 
in his TV and promotional work. They call his  faculty 
position  at Columbia University unacceptable. Oz will 
address the issue on his show next week.

Dr. Mehmet Oz  has been accused of 
“manifesting an egregious lack of  integrity.” 
Doctors  call his  faculty position  at 
Columbia University unacceptable.

Dr. Mehmet Oz  is being criticized for his TV and 
promotional work. He is accused of “an egregious lack 
of  integrity  in his work. Oz will address the issue on 
his show next week.

Figure 5: Example summaries generated by the sentence-based model (middle), QA-based model (bottom cen-
ter) and QA-based model trained on the augmented data (bottom right). The QA-based models allow for much
more control over the summary content than the sentence model by marking different combinations of phrases.
The augmented-data summaries better eliminate unmarked content from the input than the standard model (extra
information generated by the standard model shown in bold).

Incorporating Additional Supervision Recent536

work by Dou et al. (2021) proposes a framework537

for incorporating additional guidance into summa-538

rization models, called GSum. They separately en-539

code the input document and the supervision signal,540

whereas we directly mark spans in the text. This541

allows for our generation component to have a sim-542

pler architecture than theirs. While they are able to543

encode any natural language string, our model pro-544

vides more direct supervision by identifying which545

specific tokens are salient.546

Other work has included predicate-argument547

structure into summarization but with the goal of548

producing more faithful summaries (Cao et al.,549

2018; Jin et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021). They550

represent the predicate-arguments either using de-551

pendency trees or OpenIE tuples, whereas we rep-552

resent them via QA pairs. These works include that553

information to try and generate faithful summaries,554

whereas our goal is to identify salient document555

content.556

Controllable Summarization Work on control-557

lable summarization has focused on aspects such558

as the length of the summary (Fan et al., 2018) and559

the content in an interactive setting (Shapira et al.,560

2017) or via prompting (He et al., 2020). Incor-561

porating our QA-based signal via prompting may562

be difficult given the number of questions which563

would need to be concatenated onto the input.564

Other approaches control content via planning as565

in entity templates (Narayan et al., 2021) or mark- 566

ing records in a data-to-text approach (Puduppully 567

et al., 2019). The marked salient spans in our work 568

could be viewed as a content plan as well. 569

Data Augmentation Previous work has pro- 570

posed methods for removing sentences or full sum- 571

maries from the training data in order to discourage 572

the summarization model from learning to gener- 573

ate unfaithful information (Matsumaru et al., 2020; 574

Nan et al., 2021; Narayan et al., 2021). In addition 575

to removing sentences, we generate new training 576

instances in order to learn to exclude content which 577

is not marked as salient in the input, resulting in 578

more controllable models. 579

8 Conclusion 580

In this work, we proposed a method for incor- 581

porating QA-based signals into a summarization 582

model by automatically marking document NPs 583

as salient based on whether a NP’s corresponding 584

wh-question is answered correctly in the summary. 585

We showed that incorporating this signal into our 586

two-stage summarization model results in higher 587

quality summaries than baseline methods of identi- 588

fying salient spans. Finally, we demonstrated that 589

our data augmentation algorithm, which attempts 590

to ensure the span supervision is consistent with 591

the gold summaries, improves controllability by 592

eliminating unmarked content from the output sum- 593

maries. 594
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Dataset #Train #Valid #Test Span Type #Spans

CNN/DM 287,113 13,368 11,490

Sentences 3
Entities 10

Lex. NPs 25
QA 20

XSum 204,045 11,332 11,334

Sentences 1
Entities 1

NPs 5
QA 1

NYTimes 44,382 5,523 6,495

Sentences 4
Entities 15

Lex. NPs 45
QA 27

Table 4: The number of instances in the training, vali-
dation, and test splits of the three datasets used in our
experiments as well as the number of spans selected by
the classification component that were passed as input
to the generation component.

A Dataset Statistics819

The sizes of the CNN/DailyMail, XSum, and NY-820

Times datasets are included in Table 4. The Table821

also includes the number of spans per span type822

that were selected from the classification compo-823

nent and passed to the generation component dur-824

ing inference. The values were selected based on a825

parameter sweep on the validation set. The number826

of spans with the highest ROUGE-2 F1 score was827

selected.828

B Implementation Details829

All of the models were trained with the same hy-830

perparameters for across datasets and span types831

which were based on those used by BART (Lewis832

et al., 2020).833

The classification component was a BART-Large834

model that was fine-tuned with a binary cross-835

entropy classification loss. We selected the model836

based on which had the best precision@1 on the837

validation dataset. The generation models were838

also fine-tuned BART-Large models, but they in-839

stead use a cross-entropy loss function.840

Both the components were trained using Adam841

(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with weight decay842

and learning rate 3e-5. The classification compo-843

nent was trained for 3 epochs, and the final model844

was selected based on the precision@1 on the vali-845

dation set. The generation component was trained846

for 5 epochs, and the final model was selected847

based on the ROUGE-2 F1 score on the validation848

set.849
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Figure 6: The performances of the salient span classi-
fiers using the different types of salient phrase labeling
evaluated against the silver spans. The “x” marks the
operating points used in the end-to-end models.

C Salient Span Classifier Evaluation 850

Fig. 6 contains the precision@k and recall@k of 851

the span based classifiers calculated against the cor- 852

responding silver spans. These plots should be in- 853

terpreted as how well the span classifiers were able 854

to learn from their respective supervision, not nec- 855

essarily the true quality of the output span labels 856

(which would require evaluating against human- 857

annotated gold labels, as in Table 2). The “x” sym- 858

bols denote the operating points used in the end-to- 859

end model, which were chosen based on the num- 860

ber of spans that resulted in the highest ROUGE-2 861

F1 score on the validation data. 862

D XSum Results 863

Table 5 contains the automatic summarization eval- 864

uation results on the XSum dataset. These results 865

are included in the Appendix because incorporat- 866

ing the span-based supervision does not improve 867

end-to-end results over the baseline BART model, 868

which is a conclusion also reached by GSum, a 869

model closely related to ours. 870

We suspect this is due to the abstractive na- 871

ture of XSum compared to the more extractive 872

CNN/DailyMail and NYTimes. Since the methods 873

for identifying salient spans rely on the document 874

and gold summary explicitly stating the salient con- 875

tent, we suspect the abstractiveness of XSum would 876

result in this happening less frequently and thus be 877

less beneficial to a summarization model trained 878

on XSum. 879
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Method
XSum

R1 R2 RL BSc QAE

Baselines & Other Work
BART 45.1 21.3 40.9 - -
BART (ours) 45.7† 22.4† 37.2† 91.3† 18.9†

GSum 44.9 21.2 36.0 90.4 17.9

Silver Spans
Sentences 47.3 24.2 38.7 91.5 19.9
Entities 48.1 24.2 39.1 91.7 21.3
Lexical NPs 54.3 29.3 44.1 92.4 26.1
QAs 47.9 24.1 39.2 91.6 21.4

End-to-End
Sentences 45.0 21.7 36.6 91.2 18.6
Entities 44.1 20.9 35.9 91.0 17.6
Lexical NPs 42.5 19.2 34.2 90.8 16.4
QAs 45.1 21.8 36.7 91.2 17.9

Table 5: The results of the models trained on the XSum
dataset as evaluated with the automatic evaluation met-
rics. The span-based models do not improve over the
baseline BART, potentially due to the abstractive nature
of the XSum dataset.

E Gold Span Annotation Protocol880

We selected 50 test instances from the881

CNN/DailyMail dataset uniformly at random and882

labeled each of the document NPs as salient or883

not salient based on whether the corresponding884

predicate-argument relation also appears in the885

gold summary. We did not mark instances in886

which the NP’s predicate-argument relation could887

be inferred from the gold summary via entailment888

as salient since our silver span labeling methods889

aim to mark phrases as salient if the content is890

explicilty included in the gold summary.891

In general, this procedure was straightforward892

due to the extractive nature of the dataset in which893

the gold summaries copy heavily from the input894

document. If information was repeated in the input895

document, we tried to label the occurrence which896

contained the most predicate-argument relations897

which also matched the gold summary. That is,898

we selected the “best match.” Otherwise, the first899

occurrence was selected.900

Although our labeling procedure may be noisy,901

we do not have reason to believe that the labels may902

be biased in favor of either the lexical NP or QA la-903

beling methods. Therefore, the statistics calculated904

from these labels should only be used as diagnos-905

tic tools to make relative comparisons between the906

different labeling methods rather than precise es-907

timates of their exact values. 50 documents were908

Model R1 R2 RL BSc QAE

Silver Spans
QAs 55.3 31.4 51.9 90.0 33.7
QAs + Data Aug. 55.2 31.3 51.7 89.9 33.4

End-to-End
QAs 45.5 21.9 42.4 88.5 24.4
QAs + Data Aug. 45.3 21.8 42.1 88.4 24.3

Table 6: The automatic evaluation metrics for summary
quality are nearly the same for the QA-based model and
the QA-based model trained on the augmented data.

sufficient to achieve statistically different results. 909

Our annotations will be released after publica- 910

tion. 911

F Data-Augmentation Automatic 912

Evaluation 913

Table 6 contains the comparison between the stan- 914

dard and data-augmented training procedures based 915

on the automatic metrics. The scores are nearly 916

the same. The benefit of the model trained on the 917

augmented data is in its controllability, which is 918

not captured by this evaluation because the models 919

trained with the standard and augmented training 920

data receive the same spans as input supervision. 921

G Human Evaluation Details 922

Fig. 7 contains a screenshot of the tool we used for 923

annotating summary quality on MTurk. The anno- 924

tators were instructed to rate the summaries from 925

“Very Poor” to “Very Good” based on whether the 926

summary contained important information, was 927

faithful to the input doucment, was fluent, and was 928

cohesive. The ratings were converted to a Likert 929

scale from 1-5 and averaged across all of the ratings 930

for a system. 931

In order to encourage the annotators to pay at- 932

tention to the task, we also required that they write 933

a very brief explanation of how they made their 934

decision, inspired by Narayan et al. (2021). 935

The MTurk annotators were paid at a rate of 936

around $15 USD per hour. 937
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Figure 7: A screenshot of the tool we used for annotating summary quality on MTurk.
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